Press release 16 December 2021

OPEN REGISTRATIONS FOR SKIRI TROPHY XCOUNTRY
TWO SAFE AND FUNNY DAYS OF SPORT

Online registrations are open for the 38th edition of 22nd and 23rd January in Lago di Tesero
The organizer Nicoletta Nones assures a totally safe event
Saturday 22nd competitions for U10 and U12, Sunday 23rd U14 and U16 on track
New for 2022: Skiri-Minimarcia, Revival confirmed


GS Castello opens registrations for the 38th edition of Skiri Trophy XCountry, a race gathering many young cross-country skiers in Lago di Tesero, Val di Fiemme (Italy) every year. The organizer of the Trophy, Nicoletta Nones, together with her staff is preparing an event that will follow all Covid’s regulations, and it will be open to public only with Green Pass.
On 22nd and 23rd January athletes from all over the world gather in Val di Fiemme and they will be entertained by the funny mascot Skiri and, as it happens since the first edition, the speaker Mario Broll will announce every competition.
On Saturday 22nd is time for U10 (Baby), along a track of 1,5 km and then U12 (Cuccioli) competes on 3 km (female) and on 4 km (male). Skiri Trophy Revival will follow, a race dedicated to those born in 2005 and before, athletes who have took part to the Trophy in the past years, as cross-country champions Vesna Fabjan, Petra Majdic or Anamarija Lampic, or the Italians Magda Genuin, Mauro Brigadoi, Loris Frasnelli and Lara Peyrot.
On Sunday 23rd, U14 (Ragazzi) competes along the track of 4 km (female) and 5 km (male), then U16 (Allievi) along 7 km (male) and 5 km (female). Awarding ceremonies of each competition and for the ‘Fedelissimi 2021-2022’ take place at the cross-country stadium in Lago di Tesero. For those willing to take a selfie, the artistic and evocative ice statue will be built in Castello di Fiemme’s square. 
2022 is the year of the first edition of Skiri-Minimarcia. It is a combined competition dedicated to the categories U10, U12, U14, U16 for both male and female, which take part to either Skiri Trophy XCountry in Val di Fiemme and MiniMarciaGranParadiso, scheduled in Cogne (Aosta, Italy) on 5th and 6th February 2022. Skiri Trophy’s president, Alberto Nones, after the stop in 2021, is ready together with his staff to welcome again cross-country friends. The maximum number of athletes participating is 1200, thus is time to move on with the online registrations on the official website. No time to lose!

Info: www.skiritrophy.com



